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ABSTRACT
Monte Carlo Stack-up Tolerance Analysis of the Hybrid RF/Optical Antenna Edge Sensors
Kara Hewson
The Deep Space Network (DSN), located at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), is
developing an RF/Optical Hybrid Antenna. This antenna concept will support the reception of
high-bandwidth optical deep-space communications with simultaneous support of conventional
RF uplink and downlink. The optical system on the antenna consists of sixty-four hexagonal
mirrors positioned to form a spherical aperture. To align the mirrors, a Position Opto-Electronic
Metrology Sensor (POEMS) system is used to measure the position of each mirror relative to one
another. The POEMS system consists of a sender called a collimator, which sends collimated
light to the receiving component, called a quadrant diode.
The purpose of this thesis is to gain insight into the required range of the POEMS system
through a Monte Carlo stack-up tolerance analysis. Misalignments and tolerances may exceed
current hardware capabilities of 0.3 mm. Furthermore, this thesis aims to understand the impacts
of each tolerance through sensitivity analysis.
The mathematical model of the mirror assembly, the Monte Carlo, and sensitivity
analysis were modeled in MATLAB. The Monte Carlo analysis in this thesis takes a random
value from a probability distribution of each tolerance. Then, the analysis calculates where the
intersection of the representative collimator beam on its respective quadrant diode occurs. The
analysis repeats this for the desired number of random stack-up of the tolerances.
The maximum pointing error obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations is 6.003 mm
and the tolerances that contribute to the pointing error's largest effect are the decenter (which has
the most significant impact), clocking, wedge, and mirror thickness. These are the tolerances to
minimize if the hardware cannot be improved to meet the required range.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Deep Space Network
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) operates the Deep Space Network (DSN). The
DSN consists of an international array of radio antennas that track, monitor, and communicate
with NASA’s interplanetary spacecraft missions [1]. In addition to its vital role as the
communications hub for deep space exploration, the DSN uses advanced instrumentation for
scientific research, including radio astronomy, radar mapping of passing asteroids, and
investigations of the interior of planets [2]. The DSN antennas are located in Goldstone,
California; Madrid, Spain; and Canberra, Australia. Figure 1-1 shows a picture of the Canberra
Deep Space Station. These locations are 120 degrees apart from each other to allow for constant
tracking and communication with spacecraft as Earth rotates [1]. The DSN currently uses three
70-meter antennas (one at each site) and multiple 34-meter high-frequency (HEF) and beam
waveguides (BWG) antennas. These antennas use radio frequency (RF) to send and receive data
from the spacecraft.

Figure 1-1. Canberra Deep Space Station - 70m Antenna in the Foreground with BWG Antennas
in the Background [3]
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The HEF antennas were the first antenna designs, built-in 1960s, while the BWG
antennas were built in the 1990s [4]. The HEF antenna works by capturing specific radio
frequencies sent by spacecraft in the dish. This dish reflects the signal into the subreflector
(shown in location 2 in Figure 1-2), where this signal becomes focused and reflects into the
receiver (depicted by location 3 in Figure 1-2) [5]. The feed cones process the signals into
readable data. Figure 1-2 shows a schematic of a HEF antenna.

Figure 1-2. HEF Schematic [5]
The beam waveguide antenna works similarly, except the radio frequencies transmitted
by the spacecraft bounce from the dish to the subreflector and then through the hole at the center,
where there are five mirrors in this tube that reflect the radio signals into the pedestal room below
ground. The computer equipment in this room translates these signals into readable information
[5]. Figure 1-3 shows a schematic of a BWG antenna.
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Figure 1-3. BWG Schematic [5]
1.2. RF/Optical Hybrid Antenna
The DSN is working on another antenna concept called the RF/Optical Hybrid Antenna
(RFO) because deep-space optical communication can provide a high-rate, high-volume
downlink, increasing the DSN’s data collection capabilities. This antenna concept will support the
reception of high-bandwidth optical deep-space communications with simultaneous support of
conventional RF uplink and downlink [7]. Standard spacecraft tracking, telemetry, and command
functions, including emergency and safe-mode communications, are better suited to radio
frequency (RF) links that are more robust under a wide range of weather conditions [7].
The RFO antenna concept is a BWG antenna with an integrated segmented optical
system added onto the reflector, and Figure 1-4 demonstrates an artist’s portrayal of the RFO
antenna. The optical collection area encompasses less than 10 percent of the RF collection area
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of a 34-m-diameter antenna, meaning that the optical system’s effects on the RF performance can
be minimized [8].

Figure 1-4. RF/Optical Hybrid Antenna Render [6]
The primary optical system consists of sixty-four hexagonal mirrors positioned to form a
spherical aperture. This collection area receives pulse-position modulation (PPM) light from
spacecraft and reflects it to the secondary optical system, where the receiver will decode the
signal into readable data. Figure 1-5 shows the difference between how the RF and optical signals
come in and where the data is collected. The optical secondary allows PPM light through and
reflects RF signals through the center of the dish.
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Figure 1-5. RFO Antenna Downlinking Schematic from RF (left) and PPM Light (right)
The antenna is a hybrid antenna so that it can use both RF and optics to track spacecraft.
The optical system can downlink data 10 times faster from Mars than a BWG’s use of radio
frequencies [9]. However, the optical system cannot operate in poor weather conditions such as
rain or fog. This means the optics are used whenever weather conditions are good, and the RF is
used when the antenna cannot use optical tracking. This way, the DSN can track spacecraft with
an antenna at all times.
1.3. Edge Sensors
Since the segmented mirrors are aligned to form a spherical aperture, there is a
mechanism to determine the location of each mirror relative to one another. This mechanism
consists of two main components: a sender and a receiver. The sender, known as the collimator,
sends a collimated light at the receiver, known as the quadrant diode. Figure 1-6 shows a
schematic of the sender and receiver.
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Figure 1-6. Collimator Beam on the Quadrant Diode
Measuring the current through each quadrant on the diode allows a reading of position at
an intersection, which infers the position of the mirror. This system is called Position OptoElectronic Metrology Sensor (POEMS) or edge sensor (ES) and is used at each of the corners of
the segmented mirror. The POEMS system was chosen because the sensors are stable across more
significant temperature swings. The components work well even in temperature swings of 14°C.
For typical telescope applications where the telescope is in a controlled environment, capacitance
sensors are used to calculate the position of the mirrors relative to each other. This system only
works well under small temperature changes of approximately 1°C.
The collimator consists of three components, the housing, ferrule, and lens. The ferrule
produces the light, and the lens collimates the light into a beam. The collimator housing is made
of a low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) material called Zerdour. Like the mirror itself,
the edge sensors will be exposed to large diurnal temperature deltas during tracking, so a low
CTE is required to maintain optical performance. The ferrule produces the collimated light and is
bonded into the smaller hole in the collimator housing. The receiver consists of two components,
the housing and chip that’s bonded to the housing. The chip has four quadrants on it and has
wires connected to the back of the chip. A prototype of the collimator housing and the quadrant
diode is shown in Figure 1-7.
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Figure 1-7. Collimator and Quadrant Diode on a Prototype
The diode and the collimator sit in the pockets of the mirror, as shown in the diagram in
Figure 1-8. A spring retains the components in the corner of the pocket to securely fix the
components. There is an enclosure to keep the dust and sunlight out. Detailed designs of the
retention hardware – the spring and enclosure - are still being developed, but the arrangement of
the edge sensor hardware on the bottom of a mirror can be seen in Figure 1-9.

Figure 1-8. Collimator and Diode in a Pocket on a Corner of a Mirror
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Figure 1-9. Edge Sensor Layout on the Bottom of the Mirrors
1.4. Mirrors
The mirrors are also made of Zerdour from the manufacturer SCHOTT, a glass-ceramic
with properties that are well suited for telescope mirrors. Zerdour features an extremely low CTE
for a wide range of temperatures, excellent CTE homogeneity throughout its entire volume, very
low level of imperfections, and compatibility with manufacturing techniques, which allow precise
geometrical shapes and the possibility to produce extremely smooth surfaces of less than 1 nm
[10].
The mirrors are made in a two-step process. First, the manufacturers cut a blank mirror
that is the relative size of the final product and machine out the desired features of the mirror such
as pockets and mounting holes. Then, the mirror is polished to the spherical optical surface until
the desired image resolution is obtained and meets the required drawing specifications. A picture
of the mirror and its key features are demonstrated in Figure 1-10.
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Figure 1-10. Isometric View of the Bottom of a Mirror
1.5. Purpose of Study
The purpose of this thesis is to gain insight into the required range of the POEMS system
through a Monte Carlo stack-up tolerance analysis. Misalignments and tolerances may exceed
current hardware capabilities of 0.3 mm. Furthermore, this thesis aims to understand the impacts
of each tolerance through sensitivity analysis.
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2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Stack-up Tolerance Analysis
A tolerance stack-up analysis determines how tolerances accumulate and how this affects
assemblies during interfacing [11]. Tolerance stack-ups help establish and optimize part
tolerances and can ensure parts are designed to promote maximum function at a minimal cost.
The stack-up tolerance analysis in this thesis takes the tolerances of each component as
inputs and calculates the pointing error from the intersection of the resulting collimator beam on
its respective quadrant diode.
2.2. Monte Carlo Analysis
Monte Carlo simulations can perform risk analysis by building models of possible results
by substituting a range of values—a probability distribution—for any factor that has inherent
uncertainty [12]. It then calculates results repeatedly, each time using a different set of random
values from the probability functions. Monte Carlo simulations produce distributions of possible
outcome values [12].
The Monte Carlo analysis in this thesis takes a random value from a probability
distribution of each tolerance and runs the stack-up tolerance model. It repeats this for the desired
number of random stack-up of tolerances and obtains a pointing error for each calculation. All the
Monte Carlo analyses in this thesis were run for 10,000 random stack-ups. This value was chosen
due to the computational time of each calculation (~1 second per stack-up tolerance, which is 2.8
hours for the entire Monte Carlo Simulation) and the results obtained are less than 1% different
across iterations.
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2.3. Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis is the study of how the uncertainty in the output of a model can be
apportioned to different sources of uncertainty in the model input [13]. The sensitivity analysis
aims to determine which inputs have a more significant impact on the pointing error. This
analysis will illustrate which tolerances to analyze further to minimize the pointing error. The
sensitivity analysis also increases the understanding of the relationship between how the input
variables affect the output variable or the pointing error.
The sensitivity analysis in this thesis runs several consecutive Monte Carlo simulations.
For the first part of the analysis, the inputs are eliminated or zeroed out to the Monte Carlo
simulation one at a time. The second part of the analysis increases each tolerance value by 25%
one at a time. These simulations illustrate how each tolerance propagates through the
mathematical model and how it affects the radial change in pointing error across each case.
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3. MONTE CARLO STACK-UP TOLERANCE ANALYSIS
3.1. Overview
The Monte Carlo stack-up tolerance analysis consists of four main steps. First, the initial
tolerances are determined along with each of their magnitudes. The values of each tolerance come
from prior knowledge from other large telescope projects, collected data from prototypes, and
obtained information from the manufacturers. Second, the probability distribution of each
tolerance was selected. A uniform probability distribution was chosen for each tolerance in this
analysis since each value within the tolerance range is equally likely. After determining the initial
inputs and distributions of each input, the third step was developing the mathematical model of
the tolerance stack-up. The simulation runs a number of calculations specified by the user, and it
creates the same number of theoretical parts stacked up. Fourthly, the model calculates the
intersection of the collimator’s beam on the diode for each stack-up and plots all of the
intersections on a plot. Figure 3-1 shows a flowchart of the Monte Carlo Analysis process.

Figure 3-1. Monte Carlo Stack-up Tolerance Analysis Flowchart
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3.2. Tolerance Definition
The analysis begins by defining the tolerances associated with the edge sensors and the
mirrors as well as determining the magnitude of these tolerances. These magnitudes are
estimations and are subject to change later as the RFO project continues.
3.2.1. Edge Sensor Tolerances
The edge sensor components have machining tolerances from the geometric tolerancing
on drawings. These tolerances include profile, flatness, and perpendicularity on the feet of the
collimator and diode. The drawing seen in Appendix A and Appendix B shows these tolerances
and their names. The profile tolerances are denoted as es_in_plane_tol, and the perpendicularity
and flatness tolerances are denoted as es_out_of_plane_tol. The initial value for each tolerance
comes directly from the drawings of the manufactured prototypes.
The collimator has tolerances associated with the position tolerance of the ferrule hole
and the gluing of the ferrule into the hole. The positional tolerance for the hole is denoted as
es_ferrule_hole_pos_tol. Figure 3-2 shows the tolerance of the off-center of the beam caused by
the ferrule, labeled as es_ferrule_offcenter_tol. The initial off-center tolerance comes from the
tolerance of the ferrule length and size, the hole size and length, and the glue that holds the ferrule
in the hole calculated by the RFO team. The initial magnitude of the positional tolerance comes
from the collimator drawing.

Figure 3-2. Off-center Tolerance Schematic
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The diode has an assumed translational tolerance due to gluing the quadrant chip onto the
diode housing and is called the es_diode_quad_pos_tol. The initial magnitude of this tolerance
was developed from previous knowledge of assembling the diode.
3.2.2. Mirror Tolerances
The mirror also has many tolerances associated with it, from machining, polishing,
temperature, gravity effects, fixed frame installation, and the repeatability of taking out a mirror
and reinserting it. The machining tolerances come from the drawing of the mirror, the
manufacturer’s knowledge and previous experiences of making large telescope mirrors for other
projects, and previous industry experience with the thirty-meter telescope (TMT). A summary of
all the tolerances and their values is listed in Table 3-1.
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Table 3-1. Tolerance Names, Magnitudes, Units, and Descriptions for MATLAB Variables

Tolerance Name
mirror_thickness_tol

Value
(mm)

Description

2 Thickness tolerance of the mirror from polishing

es_out_of_plane_tol

0.01 Out-of-plane tolerance for the foot location

es_in_plane_tol

0.05 In-plane tolerance for the foot location

es_ferrule_offcenter_tol

0.145 The collimator’s beam tolerance at point A

mirror_pocket_profile_tol

Profile tolerance of the pocket of the mirror that the edge
0.1 sensor sits against

mirror_pocket_depth_tol

Parallel tolerance of the pocket of the mirror that the edge
0.2 sensor sits against

es_diode_quad_pos_tol

0.1 Translational tolerance of gluing the quadrant to the diode

es_ferrule_hole_pos_tol

Positional tolerance for the hole the ferrule sits in on the
0.01 collimator housing

optic_center_profile_tol

0.2 Profile tolerance of the spherical cutout on the mirror

optic_center_pos_tol

Translational tolerance of the optic center’s location on the
0.1 mirror

wedge_tol

The "pitch" of the sensor. Worst case interpretation of
2 wedge or profile requirement is across flats

seg_decenter_tol

1 Decenter Error from Segment Mounting Tolerances

seg_clocking_tol

0.5 Clocking Error from Segment Mounting Tolerances

fixed_frame_decenter_tol

1 Decenter Error from Fixed Frame Installation Errors

fixed_frame_clocking_tol

0.5 Clocking Error from Fixed Frame Installation Errors

seg_decenter_repeat_err

Decenter Error from Segment Repeatability Mounting
0.5 Tolerances

seg_clocking_repeat_err

Clocking Error from Segment Repeatability Mounting
0.5 Tolerances

gravity_seg_decenter_tol

0.5 Decenter Error from Gravity Induced Segment Motions

gravity_seg_clocking_tol

0 Clocking Error from Gravity Induced Segment Motions

temp_seg_decenter_tol

0 Decenter Error from Temperature Induced Segment Motions

temp_seg_clocking_tol

0 Clocking Error from Temperature Induced Segment Motions
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3.2.2.1. Clocking Tolerance
The clocking tolerances come from temperature, gravity effects, fixed frame installation,
and the repeatability of taking out a mirror and reinserting it. All the clocking tolerances are
added together and defined as clocking_tol in MATLAB. The clocking tolerances are defined as
the tangential motion at the mirror’s corner (s = r·dθ), also known as the arc length. The arc
length is converted to an angle using the radius from the center of the corner of the mirror. This
angle rotates the collimator and diode about the y-axis, as shown in Figure 3-3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-3. Clocking Tolerance Model of the Collimator (a) and the Diode (b)
3.2.2.2. Decenter Tolerance
The decenter tolerances also come from temperature, gravity effects, fixed frame
installation, and the repeatability of taking out a mirror and reinserting it. All the decenter
tolerances are added together and defined as decenter_tol in MATLAB. The decenter tolerance is
the in-plane translational error of the mirror location when it is set onto the support structure on
the dish. The translation tolerance occurs in the xz-plane, as shown in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4. Decenter Tolerance Schematic
3.2.2.3. Optical Center Tolerance
The optical center of the mirror also has a translational in-plane tolerance as
demonstrated in Figure 3-5 and out-of-plane profile tolerance on the spherical surface of the
mirror that comes from the drawing shown in Figure 3-6. These tolerances come from the process
of polishing the mirrors. The tolerances are denoted as optic_center_pos_tol and
optic_center_prof_tol.

Figure 3-5. Optical Center Out-of-Plane Tolerance Schematic
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Figure 3-6. Optical Center Translation Tolerance Schematic
3.2.2.4. Mirror Pocket Tolerance
The mirror pockets have machining tolerances such as parallelism and profile callouts, as
seen in Figure 3-7. The tolerances are denoted as mirror_pocket_prof_tol and
mirror_pocket_depth_tol.

Figure 3-7. Mirror Pocket Drawing
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3.2.2.5. Wedge Tolerance
The wedge tolerance comes from the finished polish of the mirror’s spherical surface. An
ideal spherical surface is when the sphere's center is collinear with the ideal optical center, as seen
on the left in Figure 3-8. However, the polished spherical surface will likely be created at some
angle, as seen on the right in Figure 3-8. This is due to the machine's limited capabilities.

Figure 3-8. Polishing the Spherical Surface of the Mirror
Wedge tolerance – denoted as wedge_tol – is defined as the difference in height across
the corners of the mirrors after polishing a mirror. The mirror has to be rotated in order to align
the mirror to the spherical aperture, which induces pointing error on the edge sensor hardware.
The initial value for the wedge tolerance comes from the manufacturer. The manufacturer has
achieved less than 2mm of wedge error on other large telescope mirror projects.
3.2.2.6. Piston Tolerances
The mirror thickness is the out-of-plane piston tolerance, which comes from the polishing
process and the starting thickness of the material. The optical surface of the mirror is polished
until the desired image resolution is achieved, causing variation in the mirror’s overall thickness.
The tolerance is denoted as mirror_thickness_tol in MATLAB and Figure 3-9 demonstrates the
mirror thickness tolerance.
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Figure 3-9. Mirror Thickness Tolerance Demonstration
3.3. Monte Carlo Analysis GUI Tool Overview
The Monte Carlo analysis utilizes a graphical user interface (GUI) which consists of two
files. The first file is the MonteCarloGUI.fig which contains the layout of the GUI. A screenshot
of the GUI is shown in Appendix C. The other file is the MonteCarloGUI.m which contains
initialization code and callback functions to control the GUI’s behavior. This GUI was developed
using MATLAB’s GUI software called Guide.
The GUI has textboxes for variable inputs, a set of axes to plot all the intersection points.,
and a few buttons to perform various functions. Table 3-2 provides a detailed overview of the
functionality of each button. The next sections in this thesis go into more detail about the layout
and the calculations performed in each button.
Table 3-2. Overview of the Functionality of Each Button in the GUI
GUI Button
Run Button
Shim Button
Save Button
Load Button

Description
The Run button takes all the GUI inputs and runs the analysis through the
MATLAB script montecarlo_function.m file and plots the intersection points
on the plot.
The Shim button shifts the points the center of the XY axis at [0,0] and
calculates the radius to enclose 90%, 99%, and 100% of the points. The radii
are then plotted on the graph as well.
The Save button saves the user’s inputs and outputs to an Excel file.
The Load button takes the inputs of a previously saved Excel file and loads the
input values into the GUI.
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3.3.1. Run Button
Upon execution, the run button takes all of the inputs – tolerances and nominal
dimensions – from the GUI display and runs a script called montecarlo_function.m. A list of the
inputs and their descriptions is attached in Appendix D. Then, a uniform probability distribution
between a lower and upper bound is created for each tolerance input, which is shown in Appendix
E. A uniform distribution for each tolerance was chosen because when machining a part, the part
is equally likely to be at the lower bound as the higher bound or anywhere in-between. After
creating the distributions, a random value is obtained from the distribution for each tolerance for
the number of calculations desired to be performed. Once the values of the tolerances have been
randomly selected, then the tolerances are added to nominal values.
First, the collimator and diode tolerances are added on. The feet are modeled as points for
the mathematical model: P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, and P6, as shown in Figure 3-10. For the collimator,
the beam is modeled as two points with Pa and Pb. The quadrant diode face is modeled as three
points to create a plane, Pc, Pd, and Pe.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-10. Feet Locations of the Collimator (a) and Diode (b).
The collimator feet and beam points are modeled to the collimator axes as seen in blue in
Figure 3-10, and the x, y, and z positions for each point are defined initially as seen in
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Table 3-3. The diode feet and plane points are modeled to the green axes seen in Figure
3-10, and the location of each of these points is initially defined in Table 3-4.
Table 3-3. Collimator Feet and Beam Locations in Millimeters
x

y

z

P1

3

0

3

P2

3

0

21

P3

16.5

0

12

P4

0

3

3

P5

0

3

21

P6

16.5

3

0

Pa

10

10

24

Pb

10

10

25

Table 3-4. Diode Feet and Plane Locations in Millimeters
x

y

z

P1

3

0

3

P2

3

0

21

P3

16.5

0

12

P4

0

-3

3

P5

0

-3

21

P6

16.5

-3

0

Pc

10

-10

24

Pd

11

-10

24

Pe

10

-11

24

After the edge sensor points are defined with their tolerances, the components are then
placed into the pocket of the mirror. The tolerances associated with the machining of the pocket
are added on, and then the new position and orientation of the beam and plane are obtained.
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Next, the collimator and diode axes are converted to the mirror’s ideal optic center axes.
This is done by rotating the collimator axes and translating the axes to their mirror axes. The axes
of the collimator (blue axes) and diode (green axes) to their mirrors (black axes) are shown in
Figure 3-11.

Figure 3-11. Location of the Pocket Axes to the Mirror’s Center Axes Diagram
Then, the clocking tolerances are added in. The current location of the beam and plane
points get rotated about the optical center, as shown in Figure 3-12. Both the diode and collimator
mirrors have clocking errors added on.
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Figure 3-12. Clocking Tolerance Schematic
Then the wedge tolerances are added on. The wedge tolerance is modeled using two
angles. One angle is determined by the wedge tolerance variable and the radius to a corner of the
mirror. The other angle is randomized from 0° – 360° to determine where on the plane the pitch
angle is located. Both angles rotate the beam and plane points to calculate the new orientation and
location.
After all the tolerances have been accounted for, the diode’s mirror axes are then
translated and rotated to the collimator’s mirror axes using another rotation matrix and a
translation vector.
Then, the intersection point between the collimator beam and the diode’s plane is
calculated by solving for the intersection point in 3-D since the diode face is at an angle not
normal to the diode’s plane, as shown in Figure 3-13. To plot the intersection points in 2-D, a
new set of axes is defined, called the x-y plane, and this plane is calculated by using a rotation
matrix to rotate the 3-D plane to a 2-D plane.
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Figure 3-13. Transforming the 3D Intersection Points to 2D Intersection Points
Next, the same model is computed again for the case where there are no tolerances added.
This is to see where the collimator lands on the diode if everything was perfect. There is an angle
between the mirrors due to the mirrors being positioned to form the shape of a sphere; hence, the
collimator’s beam will always intersect the diode’s plane below its center. This calculation was
checked against a SolidWorks model to ensure the model performed as expected.
Then, the incident angle of the collimator beam on the diode is also calculated. The
intersection points in 2D, the intersection of the collimator on the diode with no tolerances, and
the incident angle are sent to the GUI. The equations used in this entire analysis are attached in
Appendix E.
3.3.2. Shim Button
The Shim button takes the intersection points on the plot and shifts the points to be
centered around [0,0]. The mirrors are at an angle between each other even if there are no
tolerances associated with the model, so the collimator beam does not intersect the diode at the
center of the chip. A shimming mechanism will be used to correct this error. The purpose of the
shim button was to show what the scatter of the intersection points would be if a shim was
accounted for in the model.
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The Shim button also plots three circles that enclose 90% (blue), 99% (green), and 100%
(magenta) of all the points, as shown in Figure 3-14. These percentages were chosen to
demonstrate the variance in the magnitudes of the errors

Figure 3-14. Shim Button Function Demonstration
3.3.3. Save Button and Load Button
The Save button saves all of the inputs and data collected from running the GUI. The
button saves to the Excel file named “Monte Carlo Simulation Run.xls.” The Excel file has three
pages, the first consists of all the inputs as seen on the GUI, the second page has the x and y
coordinates of the intersection point as well as the angle of incidence the beam makes with the
diode, and lastly, the third page contains the adjusted x and y values for shifting the center of the
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intersection to [0,0], the angle of incidence, and the values of the radii to enclose 90%, 99%, and
100% of the points.
The Load button takes the inputs from the first page of the Excel file named “Monte
Carlo Simulation Run.xls” and loads them into the GUI.
3.4. Analysis Results
For the inputs listed in Appendix D and a Monte Carlo simulation of 10,000 iterations,
the intersection of the collimator’s beam on the quad diode plane is radially off by 6.003 mm to
enclose all the points (magenta), 4.597 mm to encompass 99% of the points (green), and 3.540
mm to enclose 90% of the points (blue) as seen in Figure 3-15. This case is called the nominal
case and will be used for comparison in the sensitivity analysis section. The dark green lines in
Figure 3-15 represent the quadrant diode, which is 5mm by 5mm. Most of the points land on the
quadrant diode, however, the allowable error for the tolerance stack-up is 0.3 mm. The rest of the
quadrant diode’s range is allocated for aligning the mirrors during spacecraft tracking. The Monte
Carlo Analysis simulation shows that the required range of the edge sensors is 6 mm, which
means the current hardware does not have enough range.
The simulation of 10,000 points for the initial tolerance magnitudes was computed
several times to see how the radii to enclose the points changed. The maximum radius changed by
0.15 mm at most, which is equivalent to 2.5% change in maximum pointing error. The 99%
radius changed by 0.1 mm at most, which is equivalent to a 1.6% change. The x-component of
the radius of the intersection is larger than the y-component because the magnitude of the
tolerances in the x-direction such as decenter and clocking are much larger than the piston
tolerances in the y-direction.
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Figure 3-15. Intersection Point Plot of the Nominal Case
The radii to enclose 99% to 100% is a 1.406 mm difference. A histogram plot in Figure
3-16 shows the distribution of the intersection points between 0 mm to 6 mm in bin sizes of 0.5
mm. Most of the stack-ups caused an error of 2 to 2.5 mm. The mean of the data is 2.172 mm and
has a standard deviation of 1.007 mm. The distribution of the intersections follows a Gaussian
curve even though all of the inputs had uniform distributions. There is a slight skew to the
histogram because the limit of the radius of intersection is zero and when this radius has a
negative x or y component, the intersection crosses through the limit.
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Figure 3-16. Histogram of the Nominal Case
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4. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
4.1. Overview
The sensitivity analysis runs several Monte Carlo simulations. Three different cases were
run. These analyses show the radial change in pointing error across each case compared to the
nominal Monte Carlo simulation. For the first case, the analysis excludes a tolerance input by
zeroing out the value to the Monte Carlo simulation. Only one tolerance is eliminated at a time so
a total of thirteen Monte Carlo simulations with 10,000 calculations were computed. The second
case increases all of the tolerances by 100% of their initially defined magnitude one at a time. The
last case, increases all of the tolerances by 1 mm one at a time.
4.2. Inputs Zeroed Out
For the case where each tolerance is excluded one at a time, the magnitude of the largest
radius of the intersection point decreases in each Monte Carlo simulation. Table 4-1 lists the
mean radius and the percent difference from the nominal mean.
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Table 4-1. Mean and Percent Difference from Nominal Mean for Each Zeroed-Out Tolerance

Mean

Percent
Difference from
Nominal Mean

Decenter

1.467

32.46%

Mirror Thickness

1.855

14.59%

Wedge

2.066

4.89%

Clocking

2.072

4.60%

Optic Center Translation

2.140

1.49%

Ferrule

2.140

1.47%

Ferrule Hole

2.146

1.20%

Mirror Pocket Depth

2.152

0.92%

ES Out-of-Plane

2.154

0.83%

ES In-Plane

2.160

0.55%

Optic Center Profile

2.16

0.55%

Quad Diode Translational

2.166

0.28%

Mirror Pocket Profile

2.172

0.00%

Nominal

2.172

-

Zeroed Out Tolerance
Cases

The four tolerances that reduced the overall pointing error the most are decenter followed
by the mirror thickness, wedge, and clocking. Figure 4-1 plots the top four zeroed-out tolerances
which improved the pointing error and the nominal case. This plots the radii values obtained in
order from lowest to highest. This figure shows that the nominal case (blue) has the highest
intersection radii overall and the zeroed out decenter tolerance (red) has the lowest intersection
radii.
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Figure 4-1. Plot of the Top Four Tolerances that Contribute the Most to the Pointing Error when
Zeroed-Out
The distributions of the top four tolerances that contribute to pointing error along with the
nominal case are shown in Figure 4-2. The distribution of each tolerance is shifted to the left
since the zeroed-out tolerance improves the pointing error.
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Figure 4-2. Histogram of the Top Four Tolerances that Contribute the Most to the Pointing Error
when Zeroed-Out
4.3. Increase Each Tolerance by 100%
The second case increases each tolerance by 100%. Table 4-2 lists the values of each
tolerance when increased by 100% along with the original nominal values.
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Table 4-2. Values of the Tolerances Increased by 100%

mirror_thickness_tol
es_out_of_plane_tol
es_in_plane_tol
es_ferrule_offcenter_tol
mirror_pocket_profile_tol
mirror_pocket_depth_tol
es_diode_quad_pos_tol
es_ferrule_hole_pos_tol
optic_center_profile_tol
optic_center_pos_tol
wedge_tol
seg_decenter_tol
seg_clocking_tol

Initial Value
[mm]

2
0.01
0.05
0.145
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.01
0.2
0.1
2
3
1.5

Value Increased by
100% [mm]
4
0.02
0.1
0.29
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.02
0.4
0.2
4
6
3

Table 4-3 lists the mean and percent increase from the nominal mean for each simulation.
The decenter tolerance has the most significant radii increase. The mirror thickness, wedge, and
clocking also increase the pointing error significantly.
Table 4-3. Radii of Each Tolerance Increased by 100% Case
Increased by 100%

Mean

Decenter
Mirror Thickness
Wedge
Clocking
Mirror Pocket Depth
Mirror Pocket Profile
Ferrule
Optic Center Profile
ES Out-of-Plane
Nominal
Optic Center Translation
Ferrule Hole
Quad Diode Translational
ES In-Plane

3.427
2.876
2.410
2.387
2.259
2.203
2.196
2.175
2.173
2.172
2.157
2.154
2.154
2.151
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Percent
Difference from
Nominal Mean
57.76%
32.41%
10.96%
9.90%
4.01%
1.41%
1.12%
0.14%
0.02%
0.69%
0.83%
0.83%
0.95%

The top four tolerances that impact the pointing error the most are shown in Figure 4-3.
This plots the radii values obtained in order from lowest to highest. This figure shows that the
nominal case (blue) has the lowest intersection radius and the zeroed out decenter tolerance (redorange) has the highest intersection radius.

Figure 4-3. Plot of the Top Four Tolerances that Contribute the Most to the Pointing Error when
Increased by 100%
The distributions of the top four tolerances that contribute to the pointing error along with
the nominal case are shown in Figure 4-4. The distribution of each tolerance is shifted to the right
since the increase of the tolerance causes the pointing error to be worse.
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Figure 4-4. Histogram of the Top Four Tolerances that Contribute the Most to the Pointing Error
when Increased by 100%
4.4. Increase Tolerance by 1 mm
The last case increases each tolerance by 1 mm. Table 4-4 lists the mean radius and the
percent difference from the nominal mean.
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Table 4-4. Mean and Percent Difference from Nominal Mean of Each Tolerance Increased by 1
mm

Mean

Percent
Difference from
Nominal Mean

ES Out-of-Plane Tolerance
Mirror Pocket Depth Tolerance
Mirror Pocket Profile Tolerance
Ferrule Tolerance
Decenter Tolerance
Mirror Thickness Tolerance
Clocking Tolerance
Wedge Tolerance
Quad Diode Translational Tolerance
Optic Center Profile Tolerance
ES In-Plane Tolerance
Ferrule Hole Tolerance
Nominal Case

3.525
3.130
3.044
2.873
2.574
2.472
2.312
2.282
2.210
2.187
2.182
2.178
2.172

62.29%
44.11%
40.13%
32.26%
18.51%
13.81%
6.45%
5.06%
1.73%
0.69%
0.46%
0.28%
-

Optic Center Translation Tolerance

2.170

0.09%

Increased by 1mm

The top six tolerances (10% or more percent difference from the nominal mean) that
impact the pointing error the most are shown in Figure 4-5. This plots the radii values obtained in
order from lowest to highest. This figure shows that the nominal case (blue) has the lowest
intersection radius and the zeroed out ES out-of-plane tolerance (yellow) has the highest
intersection radius.
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Figure 4-5. Plot of the Top Six Tolerances that Contribute the Most to the Pointing Error when
Increased by 1 mm
The distributions of the top six tolerances that contribute to the pointing error along with
the nominal case are shown in Figure 4-6. The distribution of each tolerance is shifted to the right
since the increase of the tolerance causes the pointing error to be worse.
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Figure 4-6. Histogram of the Top Six Tolerances that Contribute the Most to the Pointing Error
when Increased by 1 mm
4.5. Summary
Each case shows insight as to which tolerances have the greatest impact on the pointing error.
Table 4-5 shows the ranking of each tolerance’s from the most significant contribution to pointing
error to least. The decenter tolerance when zeroed out and increased by 100% of its original value
had the greatest impact on pointing error.
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Table 4-5. Ranking of the Tolerances Effects Across Each Case
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Increased by 100%
Decenter
Mirror Thickness
Wedge
Clocking
Mirror Pocket Depth
Mirror Pocket Profile
Ferrule Off-Center
Optic Center Profile
ES Out-of-Plane
Nominal
Optic Center Translation
Ferrule Hole
Quad Diode Translational
ES In-Plane

Zeroed Out Tolerance
Decenter
Wedge
Optic Center Translation
Mirror Thickness
Clocking
Ferrule Off-Center
Ferrule Hole
Mirror Pocket Depth
ES Out-of-Plane
ES In-Plane
Optic Center Profile
Quad Diode Translational
Nominal
Mirror Pocket Profile
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Increased by 1mm
ES Out-of-Plane
Mirror Pocket Depth
Mirror Pocket Profile
Ferrule Off-Center
Decenter
Mirror Thickness
Clocking
Wedge
Quad Diode Translational
Optic Center Profile
ES In-Plane
Ferrule Hole
Nominal
Optic Center Translation

Table 4-5 shows that the tolerance increase of 100% case and the zeroed out tolerance case
do not have the same ranking order even though the magnitude of each tolerance was adjusted the
same amount. This is because the tolerances stack-up differently when all the tolerances are
included versus when one tolerance is excluded from the stack-up. This is seen through the mirror
thickness tolerance as it has a greater impact on the total pointing error because of the other
tolerances when it’s increased by 100%, but when it is zeroed out, it didn’t improve the pointing
error as much as some of the other tolerances.
The case where the tolerances were increased by 1 mm at a time, shows how the tolerances
that are assumed to be small (to one or two decimals), can significantly impact the pointing error
if they become much larger values. The tolerances that demonstrated they contributed
significantly to the pointing error such as decenter, clocking, mirror thickness, and wedge from
the other two cases still have large contributions to the overall pointing error. The percent
difference is much less because these tolerances have magnitudes of millimeters already. If their
values were increased by 100 times, similar results would be obtained.
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5. CONCLUSION
5.1. Thesis Goals and Results
The purpose of this thesis was to gain insight into the required range of the POEMS
system through a Monte Carlo stack-up tolerance analysis. This analysis showed that the
misalignments and tolerances do exceed current hardware capabilities of 0.3mm. The maximum
pointing error obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations is 6.003 mm and the radii to enclose
99% of the points (4.597 mm radius) well exceed the current hardware’s capabilities.
Furthermore, this thesis aimed to understand the impacts of each tolerance through a
sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity analysis demonstrated which tolerances affected the pointing
error the most and which tolerances the pointing is most sensitive to. The tolerances that
contribute to the pointing error's largest effect are the decenter (which has the most significant
impact), clocking, wedge, and mirror thickness. All of these tolerances had the largest magnitudes
defined. These are the tolerances to minimize if the hardware cannot be modified to
accommodate the required range.
Lastly, another product of this thesis is the MATLAB code of the models and
simulations. This tool can be used to run calculations in the future if desired or can be used for
future projects with similar hardware.
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APPENDICIES
APPENDIX A: COLLIMATOR DRAWING
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APPENDIX B: DIODE DRAWING
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APPENDIX C: GUI DISPLAY
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APPENDIX D: GUI INITIAL INPUTS
Variable Name
mirror_thickness_tol

Value
(mm)

Description

2 Thickness tolerance of the mirror from polishing

mirror_pocket_depth_tol

0.2 Mirror Peak to Valley dimension machining tolerance

mirror_pocket_profile_tol

0.1 Mirror Peak to Valley profile machining tolerance

es_in_plane_tol

0.05 Edge sensor in-plane foot tolerance

es_out_of_plane_tol

0.01 Edge sensor out-of-plane foot tolerance

es_ferrule_offcenter_tol
es_diode_quad_pos_tol

0.145 Ferrule off-center tolerance
0 Ferrule quadrant diode translational tolerance

es_ferrule_hole_pos_tol

0.01 Ferrule hole position tolerance

optic_center_profile_tol

0.2 Optic center profile tolerance

optic_center_pos_tol

0.1 Optic center translational tolerance

wedge_tol

2 Wedge tolerance

seg_decenter_tol

1 Decenter error from Segment Mounting Tolerances

seg_clocking_tol

0.5 Clocking error from Segment Mounting Tolerances

fixed_frame_decenter_tol

1 Decenter error from Fixed Frame Installation Errors

fixed_frame_clocking_tol

0.5 Clocking error from Fixed Frame Installation Errors

seg_decenter_repeat_err

Decenter error from Segment Repeatability Mounting
0.5 Tolerances

seg_clocking_repeat_err

Clocking error from Segment Repeatability Mounting
0.5 Tolerances

gravity_seg_decenter_tol

0.5 Decenter Error from Gravity Induced Segment Motions

gravity_seg_clocking_tol

0 Clocking Error from Gravity Induced Segment Motions

temp_seg_decenter_tol

Decenter Error from Temperature Induced Segment
0 Motions

temp_seg_clocking_tol

Clocking Error from Temperature Induced Segment
0 Motions

gap

17.76 Nominal gap dimension

radius_of_curvature

24400 Radius of Curvature of the Sphere

mirror_point_to_point
mirror_center_to_flat
pocket_dist_x

1150 Nominal mirror point-to-point dimension
Nominal mirror center to the flat edge of the mirror
498 dimension
Nominal x dimension from optic center to corner of the
80 pocket
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Variable Name

Value
(mm)

Description

pocket_dist_y

Nominal y dimension from optic center to corner of
50 pocket

pocket_dist_z

Nominal z dimension from optic center to corner of
444 pocket

x1_feet_col_nom

x coordinate of P1 for collimator (corner axes for
3 collimator)

x2_feet_col_nom

x coordinate of P2 for collimator (corner axes for
3 collimator)

x3_feet_col_nom

x coordinate of P3 for collimator (corner axes for
16.5 collimator)

x4_feet_col_nom

x coordinate of P4 for collimator (corner axes for
0 collimator)

x5_feet_col_nom

x coordinate of P5 for collimator (corner axes for
0 collimator)

x6_feet_col_nom

x coordinate of P6 for collimator (corner axes for
16.5 collimator)

xa_feet_col_nom

x coordinate of P7 for collimator (corner axes for
10 collimator)

xb_feet_col_nom

x coordinate of P8 for collimator (corner axes for
10 collimator)

y1_feet_col_nom

y coordinate of P1 for collimator (corner axes for
0 collimator)

y2_feet_col_nom

y coordinate of P2 for collimator (corner axes for
0 collimator)

y3_feet_col_nom

y coordinate of P3 for collimator (corner axes for
0 collimator)

y4_feet_col_nom

y coordinate of P4 for collimator (corner axes for
3 collimator)

y5_feet_col_nom

y coordinate of P5 for collimator (corner axes for
3 collimator)

y6_feet_col_nom

y coordinate of P6 for collimator (corner axes for
3 collimator)

ya_feet_col_nom

y coordinate of Pa for collimator (corner axes for
10 collimator)

yb_feet_col_nom

y coordinate of Pb for collimator (corner axes for
10 collimator)

z1_feet_col_nom

z coordinate of P1 for collimator (corner axes for
3 collimator)
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Variable Name

Value
(mm)

Description

z2_feet_col_nom

z coordinate of P2 for collimator (corner axes for
21 collimator)

z3_feet_col_nom

z coordinate of P3 for collimator (corner axes for
12 collimator)

z4_feet_col_nom

z coordinate of P4 for collimator (corner axes for
3 collimator)

z5_feet_col_nom

z coordinate of P5 for collimator (corner axes for
21 collimator)

z6_feet_col_nom

z coordinate of P6 for collimator (corner axes for
0 collimator)

za_feet_col_nom

z coordinate of P7 for collimator (corner axes for
24 collimator)

zb_feet_col_nom

z coordinate of P8 for collimator (corner axes for
25 collimator)

x1_feet_diode_nom

3 x coordinate of P1 for diode (corner axes for diode)

x2_feet_diode_nom

3 x coordinate of P2 for diode (corner axes for diode)

x3_feet_diode_nom

16.5 x coordinate of P3 for diode (corner axes for diode)

x4_feet_diode_nom

0 x coordinate of P4 for diode (corner axes for diode)

x5_feet_diode_nom

0 x coordinate of P5 for diode (corner axes for diode)

x6_feet_diode_nom

16.5 x coordinate of P6 for diode (corner axes for diode)

xc_feet_diode_nom

10 x coordinate of Pc for diode (corner axes for diode)

xd_feet_diode_nom

11 x coordinate of Pd for diode (corner axes for diode)

xe_feet_diode_nom

10 x coordinate of Pe for diode (corner axes for diode)

y1_feet_diode_nom

0 y coordinate of P1 for diode (corner axes for diode)

y2_feet_diode_nom

0 y coordinate of P2 for diode (corner axes for diode)

y3_feet_diode_nom

0 y coordinate of P3 for diode (corner axes for diode)

y4_feet_diode_nom

-3 y coordinate of P4 for diode (corner axes for diode)

y5_feet_diode_nom

-3 y coordinate of P5 for diode (corner axes for diode)

y6_feet_diode_nom

-3 y coordinate of P6 for diode (corner axes for diode)

yc_feet_diode_nom

-10 y coordinate of Pc for diode (corner axes for diode)

yd_feet_diode_nom

-10 y coordinate of Pd for diode (corner axes for diode)

ye_feet_diode_nom

-11 y coordinate of Pe for diode (corner axes for diode)

z1_feet_diode_nom

3 z coordinate of P1 for diode (corner axes for diode)

z2_feet_diode_nom

21 z coordinate of P2 for diode (corner axes for diode)
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Variable Name

Value
(mm)

Description

z3_feet_diode_nom

12 z coordinate of P3 for diode (corner axes for diode)

z4_feet_diode_nom

3 z coordinate of P4 for diode (corner axes for diode)

z5_feet_diode_nom

21 z coordinate of P5 for diode (corner axes for diode)

z6_feet_diode_nom

0 z coordinate of P6 for diode (corner axes for diode)

zc_feet_diode_nom

24 z coordinate of Pc for diode (corner axes for diode)

zd_feet_diode_nom

24 z coordinate of Pd for diode (corner axes for diode)

ze_feet_diode_nom

24 z coordinate of Pe for diode (corner axes for diode)
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APPENDIX E: MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS MATLAB CODE OVERVIEW
The analysis starts by taking all the inputs in Appendix D and making probability
distributions for each tolerance. Table E-1 shows the lower and upper bound used for each
tolerance input.
Table E-1. List of Tolerances’ Lower and Upper bounds for Their Probability Distributions
Tolerance

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

es_in_plane_tol

-es_in_plane_tol/2

es_in_plane_tol/2

es_ferrule_hole_pos_tol

-es_ferrule_hole_pos_tol/2

es_ferrule_hole_pos_tol

es_ferrule_offcenter_tol

-es_ferrule_offcenter_tol

es_ferrule_offcenter_tol

es_out_of_plane_tol

-es_out_of_plane_tol/2

es_out_of_plane_tol/2

mirror_pocket_depth_tol

-mirror_pocket_depth_tol

mirror_pocket_depth_tol

mirror_pocket_profile_tol

-mirror_pocket_profile_tol

mirror_pocket_profile_tol

segment_decenter_total

-segment_decenter_total

segment_decenter_total

segment_clocking_total

-segment_clocking_total

segment_clocking_total

segment_piston_total

-segment_piston_total

segment_piston_total

wedge_tol

0

wedge_tol

optic_center_profile_tol

-optic_center_profile_tol

optic_center_profile_tol

optic_center_pos_tol

-optic_center_pos_tol/2

optic_center_pos_tol

After creating the distributions, a random value is obtained from the distribution of each
tolerance for the number of calculations desired to be performed. Once the values of the
tolerances are randomly selected, then the tolerances are added to the nominal values. First, the
collimator and diode tolerances for the feet location are added. The diode’s and the collimator’s
each have six feet, as shown in Figure 3-10, where there are three feet on the XZ plane, two feet
on the YZ plane, and one foot on the XY plane. The six feet restrict the six degrees of freedom
and fully constrain the sensors. The feet are modeled as points for the mathematical model: P1,
P2, P3, P4, P5, and P6. For the collimator, the beam is modeled as two points with Pa and Pb.
The quadrant on the diode is modeled as three points to create a plane, Pc, Pd, and Pe.
The points of the collimator and diode as defined in
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Table 3-3 and Table 3-4 are defined to a local coordinate system for each, respectively.
Then later, each of these axes is transferred to the optical center of the mirror they sit on.
Each foot has a profile and flatness or perpendicularity tolerance that affects the feet
locations' nominal values. The profile tolerances affect the in-plane location of the foot. For
example, taking a look at the three feet on the bottom of the collimator and diode, the profile
tolerance only shifts the foot location in the XZ plane. The flatness tolerance associated with
those same three feet affects the out-of-plane, in the Y-direction, location of these feet. The points
Pa and Pb are defined by the beam produced by the ferrule, which is associated with the ferrule
tolerances. The points on the quadrant, Pc, Pd, and Pe, are shifted in the XY plane due to the
es_diode_translational_tol. The diode plane points also have a profile tolerance in the z-direction.
The rotation of the chip is assumed to be negligible and is not included in the analysis.
After the edge sensor points are defined with their tolerances, they are placed into the
pocket of the mirror. The pocket has a profile tolerance on the corner of the pocket that the edge
sensor sits on and a parallel tolerance to the mirror's backside. The profile tolerance affects the
YZ plane's two feet in the X-direction and the one foot on the XY plane in the Z-direction, while
the parallel tolerance affects the three feet on the XZ plane in the Y-direction. The drawing views
of the pocket are shown in Figure 3-7.
The lengths from each of the six points of the feet to the points that make up the beam on
the collimator stay constant when the edge sensor components are put onto the mirror. Hence,
these lengths can be used to calculate the new orientation of the points that make up the
collimator’s beam when it is set on to the mirror. To calculate the new orientations, the lengths
between all of the feet (P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6) and all of the beam points (Pa, Pb) or plane points
(Pc, Pd, Pe) are calculated using the distance formula. Then the collimator and diode are placed
on their respective mirror accounting for the pocket tolerances. The equation used to solve for the
new feet locations is the distance formula between each point squared, added together with all the
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other distance formulas between each point, and set equal to zero. The distance formula
expression between any two points is squared to ensure the problem is positive definite. The
solution is solved numerically using the function fminsearch(), which is a nonlinear program
solver. The MATLAB function fminsearch() takes the variables of an equation and its initial
guesses for the variables as inputs.
Next, the collimator and diode axes are converted to the mirror’s ideal optic center axes.
This is done by rotating the collimator axes and translating the axes to their mirror axes. The axes
of the collimator (blue axes) and diode (green axes) to their mirrors (black axes) are shown in
Figure E-1.

Figure E-1. Bottom View of the Mirror to Show the Pocket Axes to the Mirror’s Center Axes
The axes for the collimator to the center of the mirror are not in the same orientation so
they need to be rotated using a rotation matrix called flip_collimator, along with adding on the
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distance from one set of axes to another defined as pocket1_corner_XYZ, which is done through
the equations:
−1 0 0
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓_𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = � 0 −1 0�
0
0 1

(1)

Pa_XYZ = Pa*flip + pocket1_corner_XYZ

(2)

Pb_XYZ = Pb*flip + pocket1_corner_XYZ

(3)

The axes for the diode to the center of the mirror are also not in the same orientation, so
they need to be rotated using the rotation matrix, flip_diode, along with adding on the distance
from one set of axes to another denoted by pocket2_corner_XYZ through the equations:
−1 0 0
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓_𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = � 0 1 0 �
0 0 −1

(4)

Pc_diode_XYZ = Pc*flip + pocket2_corner_XYZ

(5)

Pd_diode_XYZ = Pd*flip + pocket2_corner_XYZ

(6)

Pe_diode_XYZ = Pe*flip + pocket2_corner_XYZ

(7)

Then, the clocking tolerances are added in. The x, y, and z coordinates of the collimator
or diode points are converted to polar coordinates [theta, y, rho]. Then, the clocking tolerances, in
radians, are added onto the angle of the current point’s locations. Lastly, the points are converted
back to cartesian coordinates using pol2cart() to get new x and z values. A schematic of the
clocking calculations is shown in Figure E-2. Then the translational tolerance of the location of
the optical center is added on.
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Figure E-2. Clocking Tolerance for the Diode
Then the wedge tolerances are added on. The wedge tolerance is modeled using two
angles. One angle is determined by the wedge tolerance variable and the radius to a corner of the
mirror. The other angle is randomized from 0° – 360° to determine where on the plane that the
pitch angle is at. Both angles rotate the beam and plane points to calculate the new orientation and
location.
After all the tolerances have been accounted for, the diode’s mirror axes are then
translated and rotated to the collimator’s mirror axes using a rotation matrix:
1
𝑅𝑅_𝑥𝑥 = �0
0

and a translation vector of,

0
0
cos(2𝛼𝛼) sin(2𝛼𝛼) �
−sin(2𝛼𝛼) cos(2𝛼𝛼)

(8)

Translation = [trans_tol_x, 2*(mirror_center_to_flat + gap/2)*sin(α) +
trans_tol_y,

(9)

cos(2*angle_between_mirrors)*(mirror_center_to_flat+gap/2)+
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(mirror_center_to_flat+gap/2) + trans_tol_z]
where the trans_tol_x and trans_tol_z are the decenter tolerances and the trans_tol_y is
the piston tolerances.
The diode points related to its mirror are translated to the collimator’s mirror axes using
the equations:
Pc = Pc*R_x + translation

(10)

Pd = Pd*R_x + translation

(11)

Pe = Pe*R_x + translation

(12)

Once all the tolerances have been accounted for, the intersection point between the
collimator beam and the diode’s plane is calculated in point.m. The collimator’s line is defined in
parametric equations as:
𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 + (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥)𝑡𝑡

(13)

𝑧𝑧(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 + (𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)𝑡𝑡

(15)

𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥 𝑎𝑎 ) + 𝑒𝑒(𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦,𝑎𝑎 ) + 𝑓𝑓(𝑧𝑧 − 𝑧𝑧𝑎𝑎 ) = 0

(16)

𝑦𝑦(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 + (𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦)𝑡𝑡

(14)

An equation of a plane is defined as:

The parametric equations are substituted into the plane equation and solved for t. Once t
is obtained, it is substituted into the plane equation to solve the intersection's coordinates. This
solves for the intersection point in 3-D since the diode face is at some angle not normal to the
diode’s plane. To plot the points in 2-D, a new set of axes is defined, xy on the plane. Two
vectors are defined along the plane PcPe and PcPd, and one vector is normal to the plane
Normal Vector. These vectors are then set equal to their respective x’, y’, z’ unit vectors which
are shown in Figure E-3.
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Figure E-3. Definition of Unit Vectors to Convert 3-D plane to a 2-D plane
The 3-D plane is rotated into a 2-D using a rotation matrix called m:
𝐴𝐴11
m = �𝐴𝐴21
𝐴𝐴31

𝐴𝐴12
𝐴𝐴22
𝐴𝐴32

𝐴𝐴13
𝐴𝐴23 �
𝐴𝐴33

(17)

The vectors that make up the 3-D plane multiplied by the rotation matrix equals the
respective unit vector using the equations:
𝐴𝐴11
𝐴𝐴
� 21
𝐴𝐴31

𝐴𝐴11
�𝐴𝐴21
𝐴𝐴31

𝐴𝐴11
𝐴𝐴
� 21
𝐴𝐴31

𝐴𝐴12
𝐴𝐴22
𝐴𝐴32

𝐴𝐴12
𝐴𝐴22
𝐴𝐴32

𝐴𝐴12
𝐴𝐴22
𝐴𝐴32

𝐴𝐴13 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥
1
𝐴𝐴23 � �𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 � = �0�
𝐴𝐴33 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧
0

(18)

𝐴𝐴13 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑙𝑙𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
0
𝐴𝐴23 � �𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑙𝑙𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 � = �0�
𝐴𝐴33 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑙𝑙𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
1

(20)

(19)

𝐴𝐴13 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑥𝑥
0
𝐴𝐴23 � �𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑦𝑦 � = �1�
𝐴𝐴33 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑧𝑧
0

The rotation matrix values are solved using the system of equations. Then, the
intersection point is calculated relative to the point Pc at the center of the diode in the 3D plane:
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = [𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑥𝑥 – 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡3𝐷𝐷 , 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑦𝑦 – 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡3𝐷𝐷 ,
𝑥𝑥

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑧𝑧 – 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖_𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝_3𝐷𝐷𝑧𝑧 ]
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𝑦𝑦

(21)

Then, the coordinates of the intersection point are calculated in the 2D plane using the
rotation matrix m and the vector Pa:
𝐴𝐴11
P = Intersection_point_2D = �𝐴𝐴21
𝐴𝐴31

𝐴𝐴12
𝐴𝐴22
𝐴𝐴32

𝐴𝐴13 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥
𝐴𝐴23 � �𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦 �
𝐴𝐴33 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑧𝑧

(22)

Next, the same model is computed again for the case where there are no tolerances added.
This is to see where the collimator lands on the diode if everything was perfect. Since there is the
angle between the mirrors from the mirrors being positioned to form to the shape of a sphere, the
collimator’s beam will always intersect the diode’s plane below its center, as shown in Figure
E-4. This calculation was checked against a SolidWorks model to ensure that the model had the
same results.

Figure E-4. Angle Between the Mirrors Schematic
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